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Beautifully illustrated and thoughtfully conceived, Love and Misadventure will take you on a

rollercoaster ride through an ill-fated love affairâ€”from the initial butterflies through the soaring

heights to the devastating plunge.Â  And, in the end, the message is one of hope.The journey from

love to heartbreak to finding love again is personal yet universal. Lang Leav&#39;s evocative love

poetry speaks to the soul of anyone who is on this journey.Â  Leav has an unnerving ability to see

inside the hearts and minds of her readers. Her talent for translating complex emotions with

astonishing simplicity has won her a cult following of devoted modern poetry fans from all over the

world. Forget the dainty, delicate love poems of yore; these little poems pack a mighty punch.Lang

Leav is a poet and internationally exhibiting artist. Her work expresses the intricacies of love and

loss. Love & Misadventure is her first poetry collection.
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I've always loved whatever Lang Leav posted on Tumblr. Whether it'd be original or from someone

else, it was always pleasing to read and I could always relate. When I heard the news about this

book, I was extremely thrilled. The thought of having the works of an incredible poet and artist in this

form was unreal. After what seemed to feel like years, the book finally came in the mail. And might I

say, the wait was terribly long. I think that's the only con of purchasing it through the mail. It's worth

it though. The poems are short and sweet and my favorite were of the short stories sprinkled

throughout the book (if that's what they're called). I absolutely love this book. I hope I don't come off



as wacko, but it's really great. Go treat yourself and purchase this, ya won't regret it :)

This book is simple, yet brilliant and beautiful. It's charming, cute, sad, and sweet. Some of the

verses hit home, and are very relatable. I must have bunny eared at least 10 favorites. The first part

is "Misadventure" - quirky and offbeat. The second part (and my favorite), is "The Circus of

Sorrows". Anyone who's ever been through heartbreak can relate to this section. And lastly, part

three - "Love" is uplifting. It reminds us of what we have, or what we have to look forward to. Lang

Leav is truly an artist of all sorts. Excellent, simple book to read. Highly recommend.

There are some pieces in here that resonate so deep, it's uncanny that they're someone else's

words. She's a treasure and so is this book!

While most of her poems touch some part of you, you will occasionally stumble across one that

makes you catch your breath because yes, that sums exactly how you feel now or how you felt

then.You can tell how she has grown as a writer as you read them and not every poem will

resonate, but that is why reading her book of poetry is such a fun. It is a treasure hunt and the thrill

when you come find the true gems sprinkled through out is exhilarating. Don't misunderstand: none

of her poems are total duds, but you can see her growth as a writer and a few of them seriously

outshine the others.

The cover and its texture, as well as the font type is beautiful, however; most of her poems do not

reflect that beauty. I understand "simplicity. Simplicity. Simplicity," but i felt like I was reading a

seventh grader's poetry. As a person who loves poetry and enjoys reading and appreciates

embedded beauty and meanings, I was quite displeased and am hoping to get a refund. I feel like I

got excited over a book that did not meet its hype or my expectations. it is all dependent on

individual preference, but personally, I don't think it's worth buying, only reading online.

I was captured by this book because of how elegantly simple and economical with words Lang

Leavâ€™s poetry is. The poems touch on moments and emotions so beautifully and for some there

was a strong emotional impact for me. Her poems were so resonant with me, and I felt very moved

by this collection.The book moves from the feeling of looking for someone, and losing someone, to

finding love and happiness, and itâ€™s wonderful to read each piece and take in the experience

itâ€™s trying to convey. I feel like this is a book that I will come back to many times over and be



stirred by new things at different times in my life.The illustrations by the author are quirky and cute,

and while they didnâ€™t add too much to the feel of the poems for me, it was wonderful to see how

talented the author is and how this book felt so much like a true piece of art.

I saw a quote from the author on instagram, and decided to buy this book. It was OK, but pretty

short. The book didn't "move" me like I expected it to. But there were a couple poems that were very

nice and quite beautiful. Mostly yearning for a love lost, but I was looking for feelings of being in love

currently and mutually. It took me maybe 20 minutes to read the entire thing.

I really enjoyed reading this. It's both simplistic and deep, and quick read that you can keep going

back to. Some of the poems I marked to return to, because there is so much depth there left to

explore. I'm not a big poetry reader, but I've been reading more and more lately. Mark me as a fan

of this talented writer, I'll be finding more of her poems soon.
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